
Family Room

Quartz

inspiration photo

island 

Interior paint

Kitchen 

backsplash

Osprey New Shore-e

Images are only for illustrative purposes and not an exact representation of the products, colors, or design. Some items shown are optional and available at an additional
cost. Due to differences in printing and monitors, images and colors represented in the photography may vary slightly from the actual products. Builder reserves the right
to make substitutions in products and materials of equal or greater value. All items are subject to change without notice.
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Flooring

inspiration photo 

Owners Bath

focal wall

quartz

Interior Doors

Black Knobs

Winding marsh 03

floor tile



Laundry Room

UpstairsBath 

Quartz

shower tile

Quartz

Images are only for illustrative purposes and not an exact representation of the products, colors, or design. Some items shown are optional and available at an additional
cost. Due to differences in printing and monitors, images and colors represented in the photography may vary slightly from the actual products. Builder reserves the right
to make substitutions in products and materials of equal or greater value. All items are subject to change without notice.

In-Law Suite Bath & Kitchenette

laundry room tile

Quartz

Flooring in 
In-Law Suite

Quartz

bedroom 
Carpet

shower tile

floor tile

Osprey New Shore-e
Winding marsh  LOT 03



Shakes and Front Door-
Peppercorn 

Quartz

Images are only for illustrative purposes and not an exact representation of the products, colors, or design. Some items shown are optional and available at an additional
cost. Due to differences in printing and monitors, images and colors represented in the photography may vary slightly from the actual products. Builder reserves the right
to make substitutions in products and materials of equal or greater value. All items are subject to change without notice.

Oyster Tabby First LEvel

white gutters                White Windows

Roofing

Exterior paint

Siding - Passive 

Osprey New Shore-e
Winding marsh LOT 03


